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Circulation of Handphone black market in Bandar Lampung  become an problema law which 

is a lot of harming various party is so that needed by the law enforcement in more coherent, 

and also efektifitas going into effect related/relevant Code/Law with the circulation of 

handphone black market. Generally to know and analized law enforcement to circulation of 

handphone black market in Bandar Lampung? and Generally to know and analized law 

enforcement to circulation of handphone black market in Bandar Lampung? 

 

Research method use the approach of yuridis normatif and empirical approach yuridis. 

determination Narasumber in this research is consisted of by 4 narasumber. Analyse the data 

utilized in this research is analysis qualitative and conclusion one/conducted with the 

inductive method 

 

Pursuant to result of research and solution, at application phase of is law enforcement to 

circulation of handphone black market in Bandar Lampung have walked better through/ 

passing administration mechanism and co-ordinate Undang-Undang Number 17 Year 2006 

about Tollbooth and also side the Detective of Polresta and PPNS Beacukai Bandar 

Lampung have the in the case of executing duty as investigator and investigator to circulation 

of handphone black market. Resistor factor in straightening of law that is its his weak is 

code/law factor, lack of medium and prasarana and also work is of equal usher the 

component that is Police investigator / PPNS Bea Cukai. Society Factor also become the 

resistor of because economic ill assorted modern life requirement ably so that generate 

badness in society. 

 

Conclude that law enforcement to circulation of handphone black market still require to be 

conducted action special because of its his weak is medium and prasarana and also work is 

of equal usher the component of investigator of Police and PPNS Bea and Cukai society 

factor still become the resistor in course of straightening of law in circulation of handphone 

black market. Suggestion to good law enforcer of police And PPNS of Bea and Cukai of to be 

more improving of security intensity integrally and comprehensive entangle entire/all 

related/relevant institution. 
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